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Principles of Three-Octave scale Fingering

1.    For G Major (C Major on Viola) use open strings ascending as an aid for developing
   accurate intonation . Use fourth fingers descending to work on bringing the arm
   under the instrument.

2.    Use fourth fingers on “A” and “B-flat” scales (”D” and “E-flat” on viola) to maintain
   the same fingering for all scales with that pattern.

3.    First shifts ascending occur on the “A” string (”D” string for viola).
4.    Ascending shifts are smaller, from first to third, second to fourth

   positions: 1 2 - 1 2.
5.    Descending, the hand is more comfortable with larger shifts: 3 2 1 - 3 2 1, etc.
6.     In minor keys, descending shifts usually occur on half steps, even if it involves

   shifting after the second finger: Example, “A” minor (“D” minor on viola)
   descending: 4 3 2 - 3 2 1 - 2 1 4

7.    Practice both first and second finger patterns on all scales.
8.    Memorize fingerings and the patterns of half and whole steps.
9.    Practice scales from memory.
10.   All major and all minor scales have the same half-step, whole-step patterns.
       Become familiar with the patterns and the sound. This will help your intonation.
11.  The Galamian acceleration method is a good tool to use in learning scales
       fluently. Set metronome on a slow tempo (ex. �� = 50).

   Add the three-note Galamian turn at the beginning and end of scale. Practice
   1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 24 notes per bow with the metronome at a constant tempo,
   one  beat per bow.

12.   Use scales to practice different bowings, rhythms, and articulation found in the
        repertoire. Scales can also be used to develop vibrato.
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The Lost Position, Volume 1,
Violin, No. 5: Minuet



The Lost Position, Volume II,
Violin, No. 3: Elegy







Auld Lang Syne
Fourth Position

Pas de deux
Second, Fourth, and Sixth Positions









Variation 9
Alternating Detache and Spiccato

Violin
́ ́́



Variation 14
Richochet and Slurred Spiccato


